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rejoice if a handful of Indians become high officers of the State or draw bigger
dividends, and your miserable conditions remain, and your body breaks down
through incessant toil and starvation and the lamp of your soul goes out. You
want a living wage and not a dying wage. You want to prevent the exploita-
tion of man and to ensure equal opportunities and fair conditions of living for
all. It is certain that this cannot be done under the existing system.
We are often  accused  of preaching  the  class  war and of widening the
distance between the classes.    The distance is wide enough, thanks to capitalism,
and  nothing can beat  the record of capitalism in that respect.    But those who
accuse us are singularly unseeing and ignorant  of what   goes  on  around  them.
Is it  the socialist  or  the communist  who  separates  the classes and preaches
discontent or the  capitalist  and   imperialist who by his policy and methods has
reduced the great majority of mankind  into  wage slaves  who are  worse even
in many  ways than   the  slaves of old.    The  class war is none of our creation,
It is the  creation of capitalism and  so long as capitalism endures it will endure,
For those who are on the top it is  easy  to  ignore it  and to  preach moderation
and   goodwill.    But  the  goodwill does not  induce  these self-proclaimed  well-
wishers of ours to get off our backs and  shoulders.   They  only shout the louder
from the  eminence  which they have  acquired  at our cost.   The class war has
existed and exists to-day.    By our  trying  ostrich-like  to  ignore  it,  we do not
get rid of it.   Only by our removing the causes are we likely to bring peace.
This ideal then we must ever keep before us and we must try to get our
national movement also to adopt it. It may be that before we can attain
our full ideal we may be able to gain somewhat better conditions for labour
and more opportunities for organising them. These will bring only some Httle
relief but we cannot refuse anything that brings some comfort to the unhappy
worker. But we cannot at the same time work for such petty relief or com-
promise on them. For us the objective can only be a new order under which
the worker will have true freedom and opportunity of growth.
The Whitley Enquiry.
To-day you have an immediate problem facing you and you may want
me to say something about in on this occasion, Some of you have already
decided on your lines of action. Others have not done so. Meanwhile the
Labour Commission is going its way and recording evidence as is oifered to it.
In considering whether we should co-operate with the Commission or not we
have to bear in mind many things. Some of these I shall place before you.
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JLet  us consider  the  circumstances  under  which the  Labour Commission
has been appointed.   The much advertised  Labour Government is in office m
England,  and  Labour everywhere should ordinarily rejoice.    But its past record,
specially in regard to India, it is difficult to  forget.    Its present record is fresft
in our memory.    Having reached  the  promised  land   they seem  to^be content
with remaining there and not to do anything which might imperil their existence.
We are told from day to day that their intentions are of the best, but  what cati
they do with a hostile majority in Parliament ?    Meanwhile, like the newly ncn,
their chief aim appears to be to prove to the   world   that they are  as sober ^and
respectable as those  who are the inheritors of wealth.    When Prime Minister
MacDonald speaks in America or in Geneva  is  it  the  socialist or  the pacifist
that is speaking?    He speaks   as  the  representative of Imperialist  England
and  Sir Austen Chamberlain could  be no fitter representative.   Mr. Snowden
at the Hague forgets his socialism and stands for the prestige of John BaU
and the glory of the Union Jack.   The very triumphs of the Labour Governments
policy, such as  they are, are the triumphs of imperialist policy.   Is it any wonder
that Mr, Stanley Baldwin has congratulated   Mr.  MacDonald  for his adoption
©f Conservatism ?   Or that Mr. Winston Churchill has tauntingly promised mm
"^cordial cooperation  in  the Government's self-imposed  task of carrying
•we Conservatives' policy and  making  the world easier if not safer  tor
*%mf*   Or that Mr. Lloyd George should call  Mr.  MacDonald  the f last
g'O^searvatives ?»   We know the part played by Mr. MacDonaTJf "* fh"
^ t|e Sinaon Commission, in spite of the  resolutions of the
^ J-^~*-~ rtifelf to self-determination in India.   We T'~

